1 million disposable coffee cups used at UBC annually
Mugshare
Increasing incentives for reusable foodware

Presented price = price of coffee (includes cup, lid and sleeve)

Presented price = price of coffee + price of cup, lid and sleeve
Lighter Footprint Strategy Review

What: Reviewing and rewriting the policy that outlines the sustainability goals for the AMS

Why: Created in 2008, amended in 2014, it is outdated

How:
- Meeting with current AMS permanent staff and executives to get their input and make achievable and time-bound sustainability goals
- Working with C + CP as advisors to the process
Current:

- Has a dishware rental service for clubs
- Houses the Nest Building Dashboard

Plans:

- Alternative recycling stations for students
- Increase programming and encourage use by AMS Sustainability Clubs
Sustainability Outreach Coordinator

Roles and responsibilities:

- Attend meetings of sustainability clubs and student groups on campus
- Facilitate coordination between those groups and AMS Sustainability
- Coordinate the Zero Waste Squad with C+CP and Common Energy
- Organize engagement and outreach activities (workshops, events, etc.)
- Managing social media presence
Zero Waste Squad

**What:** A group of volunteers that sign up for shifts to stand by waste stations and advise users which stream to throw their waste into.

**Why:**

- Provides a sense of community, support and continuity for volunteers
- Offers event coordinators one point of contact to gather a group of sustainability volunteers
Zero Waste Squad

Plan:

- Target larger events
- Creating positions, like Team Leaders, to help with outreach and planning
Past projects:
- Revolving Gardens
- Mugshare machine
- Dashboard
- Run off
Questions?